SCSC 2016
48th and 49th SPECIALTY SHOWS
38th Puppy Sweepstakes  21st Veteran Sweepstakes
26th Obedience Trial    9th Rally Trial
Junior Showmanship

Welcome!
Ventura County Fairgrounds
10 W. Harbor Boulevard
Ventura, California 93001

Friday, January 22, 2016
Sweepstakes

PUPPY, 6-9 MONTHS DOG

101 PM: __1______
Owner: Maureen Garrity, Arleen Meininger, Barbara Guerini.

103 PM: __2______
Fyrstartr's Hollywood Walk Of Fame. NP404509/05. 07/20/2015. Breeder: Donna Simmons.
By: CH Rivendel Etched In Ebony Sands - Fyrstartr's Blackout. Owner: Donna Simmons.

PUPPY, 9-12 MONTHS DOG

105 PM: __1 / BPS____
Owner: Linda Bates.

107 PM: __2____
Blackfire's After Dark Double Shot. NP397339/01. 03/31/2015. Breeder: Sue Waller.
By: CH Zephyr California Dream'M O*Blackfire RN - CH Blackfire-Zephyr Aren't I Special By Willow.
Owner: Karen Tye, Sue Waller.

PUPPY, 6-9 MONTHS BITCH

114 PM: __1 / BOPS____

116 PM: __2____

Veteran Sweepstakes

10-12 YEARS DOG

143 PM: __1 / BOVS____
GCH CH Willow's Make My Day. NP097168/01. 03/30/2005. Breeder: Diane & Terry Johnson.
By: CH Spindrift Cast Away - Willow's Mystic Morgan. Owner: Diane Johnson, Terry Johnson.

7-10 YEARS BITCH

144 PM: __1 / BVS____
By: CH Spindrift Cast Away - CH Keystone Sarahtoga Eownn. Owner: Katie Christman.

148 PM: __4____

152 PM: __________


10-12 YEARS BITCH


BREED CLASSES

PUPPY, 6-9 MONTHS DOG

101 AM: ___1_____ PM: ___1/ RW D / BP_____

103 AM: ___2_____ PM: ___2_____

PUPPY, 9-12 MONTHS DOG

105 AM: ___1 / BP_____ PM: ___1_____

107 AM: ___2_____ PM: ___2_____

BRED-BY EXHIBITOR DOG

109 AM: ___2 / RWD_____ PM: ___1 / WD / BBE_____

111 AM: ___1 / WD_____ PM: ___3_____

124 AM: ___3_____ PM: ___2_____ 

OPEN DOG

113 AM: ___1_____ PM: ___1_____ 

PUPPY, 6-9 MONTHS BITCH

114 AM: ___1_____ PM: ___1 / RWB_____ 

116 AM: ___2_____ PM: ___2_____ 
BRED-BY EXHIBITOR BITCH

118 AM: ___1 / WB / BOW / BBE____ PM: ___Moved to BOB____

120 AM: ___3____ PM: ___AB____

122 AM: ___2____ PM: ___1____

AMERICAN BRED BITCH

126 PM: ___1____

128 AM: ___1____

OPEN BITCH

130 PM: ___1 / WB / BOW _____

132 AM: ___3____ PM: ______
Spindrift She's Bewitched. NP367653/01. 11/03/2013. Breeder: Eileen Lane, Megan Lane, Lynn Brown. By: CH Ebony Star Moonshiner Turboshine - CH Willow's Spindrift Stowaway. Owner: Eileen Lane, Megan Lane, Lynn Brown.

134 AM: ___4____ PM: ___4____

136 AM: ___1 / RWB____ PM: ___3____

138 AM: ___2____ PM: ___2____

140 PM: __________

VETERAN DOG

143 AM: ___1____ PM: ___1____


VETERAN BITCH

144 AM: ___2____ PM: ___2____


146 AM: ___3____ PM: ___3____


148 AM: ___1 /JAM / BV____ PM: ________


150 AM: ___AB_____ PM: ___AB_____ 


152 AM: __________ PM: ___4____


154 AM: ___AB_____ PM: ___AB_____ 


156 AM: ___4____ PM: ___1 / BV____


BEST OF BREED

158 AM: __________ PM: __________


159 AM: ___SD______ PM: __________


160 AM: ___BOS______ PM: ___BOS_____ 


STUD DOG


BROOD BITCH

BRACE

PM: ___AB____


---

**Obedience Trial Classes**

**Novice B Class**

201 AM: __195 / HIT____


202 AM: __192.5____

**OTCH Shadowlends Winter Mist Of AWS, UDX8, OGM RE.** NP159372/02. 12/10/2006. Breeder: Peggy D. Funk, Patricia M. Boggs. By: Seafoam Spirit Got Da Rhythm - AWS Gentle C-Breeze O’Blue Max. **Owner: Carol S.T. Davis.**

203 AM: __NQ____

**Heart Throb Storm E Arrival At DHS CDX RN.** NP209213/06. 08/11/2008. Breeder: Susan Frey. By: Heart-Throbs Top Gun - Melchars N-Tune At Heart Throbs. **Owner: Jo Anne Vente**

---

**Open B Class**

202 AM: __188____

**OTCH Shadowlends Winter Mist Of AWS, UDX8, OGM RE.** NP159372/02. 12/10/2006. Breeder: Peggy D. Funk, Patricia M. Boggs. By: Seafoam Spirit Got Da Rhythm - AWS Gentle C-Breeze O’Blue Max. **Owner: Carol S.T. Davis.**

---

**Utility B Class**

205 AM: __NQ____


206 AM: __186.5____


207 AM: __197____


---

**Beginner Novice B**

200 AM: __100____

ADVANCED B CLASS

250 AM: __97_____
**OTCH Shadowlends Winter Mist Of AWS, UDX8, OGM RE.** NP159372/02. 12/10/2006.  Breeder: Peggy D. Funk, Patricia M. Boggs.  By: Seafoam Spirit Got Da Rhythm - AWS Gentle C-Breeze O’ Blue Max.  **Owner: Carol S.T. Davis.**

251 AM: __EX____

252 AM: __98_____

EXCELLENT B CLASS

250 AM: __100_____
**OTCH Shadowlends Winter Mist Of AWS, UDX8, OGM RE.** NP159372/02. 12/10/2006.  Breeder: Peggy D. Funk, Patricia M. Boggs.  By: Seafoam Spirit Got Da Rhythm - AWS Gentle C-Breeze O’ Blue Max.  **Owner: Carol S.T. Davis.**

252 AM: __89_____

PARADE OF CHAMPIONS

300 PM: __________

301 PM: __________
**GCH CH Bonchien Park Place.** NP126843/03. 01/02/2006.  Breeder: Kristen Henry, Beth Lilly.  By: CH Safari Blazing A Trail - CH Bonchien Safari Call Me Madam.  **Owner: Mary Dauven, Jennifer Outhet.**

PARADE OF RESCUES

302 PM: __________
**May Day CD BN RA CGC.** PAL257016. 11/13/2010. Breeder/ By: Unknown.  **Owner: Anne Richards.**

Turning despair into triumph, MayDay has gone from rescue to rank tied for #1 Schipperke in the Nation in Rally Novice and #5 Schipperke for our Novice CD title in 2014 (according to Front and Finish).

PARADE OF PALS

303 PM: __________
**Spindrift Willow Fantasy Fulfilled.** NP214124/01. 08/16/2008.  Breeder: Diane Johnson, Michelle & Eileen Lane.  By: CH Spindrift Cast Away - Willow’s Keepsakes Believes.  **Owner: Joseph & Megan Stulting.**

Ashe is the Momma of the household. Her happy energy keeps the other members of the family happy and in shape. The boys love her.